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Begin Again 
 

“A vision of a man from Macedonia came to Paul during the night.  

He stood urging Paul, “Come over to Macedonia and help us!”  

Immediately after he saw the vision, we prepared to leave for the province of Macedonia, 

concluding that God had called us to proclaim the good news to them.” 

Acts 16: 9-10 (Common English Bible) 

 

 Released in July of this past year, John Carney’s Begin Again is a bittersweet yet warm-

hearted film about damaged people who find healing in music. The two principal actors are Mark 

Ruffalo and Keira Knightley who play, respectively, Dan Mulligan, a down-and-out record label 

executive estranged from his wife and daughter, and Gretta, an English songwriter who 

immigrated to America to be with her boyfriend who managed to break through into the music 

industry as a singer. The start of the movie sees them both crippled by brokenness. Dan has been 

in a semi-coherent alcoholic stupor for years after his wife cheated on him and tried to begin a 

new life with a European musician. Even worse, his teenage daughter has begun to adopt 

destructive behavior as a result of his absence. Gretta, on the other hand, learns that her 

boyfriend also cheated on her while visiting Los Angeles on a business trip. Drowning in grief, 

she buys a return ticket back home to England before being dragged to a live music bar in 

Manhattan by a friend where she is cajoled into performing a song that she wrote. 

 

 And then magic happens. Dan, knee-deep in a drinking binge, stumbles into the bar and 

hears Gretta’s performance. In an instant his gift as a producer reawakens and he imagines 

different instruments playing along with Gretta’s song in a lush arrangement. Though her 

performance is coolly received by the bar patrons, Dan becomes obsessed with producing her 

music and sharing with the world the beauty that only he could hear in it. They begin a tentative 

friendship as Dan’s dream becomes a reality: Dan recruits a number of musicians from all walks 

of life (some he borrows from a successful hip-hop artist he once produced and some he literally 

pulls off the street), they mix an album, and they pitch it to his music studio.  

 

 Without giving away the ending or the film’s ultimate emotional resolution, suffice it to 

say that the act of coming together in a musical communion saves Dan and Gretta’s lives both 

literally and figuratively. Dan quits drinking, re-establishes a loving relationship with his 

daughter, and even begins to reconcile with his wife. And Gretta? She gets closure, a fresh sense 

of purpose, and the strength to move on with her life.  

 

 It’s easy to see parallels in Begin Again with the Christian faith, particularly with its 

central message that there is always an opportunity to start over. Dan and Gretta’s character arcs 

are ones of reconciliation, redemption, and resurrection. This is made readily apparent in an early 



scene where a depressed Dan is approached by a missionary on the subway, given a pamphlet, 

and promised that, “God may not always be on our time, but He is on time.” 

 

 But in addition to its overarching message of redemption, by digging a little deeper an 

even more potent lesson can be found. To locate it, we must look to the Book of Acts to the 

passage where Paul and Timothy are summoned to Macedonia by a vision begging them for aid. 

Immediately before their vision, the Book recounts how Paul and Timothy seem to be drifting 

throughout modern day Turkey without any concrete direction. Chapter 16: 6-8 tells how the 

Holy Spirit blocked them from first entering Asia, then Bithynia, and then from the entire 

province of Mysia. Notice how the language of the scripture makes no mention of Paul or 

Timothy preaching at any point during this journey. As they wander from province to province, 

they do not even encounter a single friendly person to provide them with shelter or comfort. It 

isn’t hard to imagine that during this time where they lacked purpose or direction, Paul and 

Timothy must have experienced despair: despair from feeling cut off from their mission, despair 

from feeling separated from the churches they helped establish, and perhaps even despair from 

being told nothing but “no” from God so many times. 

 

 And yet, in the midst of this emptiness the Holy Spirit sends them a vision: Come over to 

Macedonia! Help the churches that are struggling there! And there in Macedonia Paul and 

Timothy find new purpose and new friends. Is it so difficult to see a little bit of Paul and 

Timothy in Dan Mulligan? Once hailed as a genius and industry mover, Dan has been abandoned 

by his friends, his family, and the business that he helped found. And then, one night, in the 

midst of his nocturnal wanderings, he has a vision; a vision that fills his life with direction and 

meaning once more!  

 

 But it is crucial not to conclude this metaphor simply with Dan’s discovery of Gretta. 

Perhaps even more important is what happens next. To achieve their vision, to reach a new point 

of healing and comfort, Dan and Gretta build a community. They construct a community of like-

minded musicians, some of whom also seek purpose in their lives like a conservatory cellist 

desperately wanting a respite from the monotony of practicing and playing classical music day in 

and day out. It is only when this community comes together as one that the music takes shape and 

the healing begins. It is during a work dinner that Dan and Gretta have a momentary falling out 

which leads to them revealing the true depths of their despair to one other. It is during a rooftop 

recording session where Dan and his daughter come into harmony with each other for the first 

time in years. And it is this community that Dan and Gretta fall back on to help them release 

their music independently after the studio tries to take advantage of them.  

 

 The church isn’t just a place for Christians to come together and worship God every 

Sunday morning before retiring to the Fellowship Hall for cookies and coffee. God intended the 

church to be a place of support, strength, and comfort for all of those involved. The Holy Spirit 

will lead us to it, just as it led Paul and Timothy to Macedonia and perhaps even as it directed 

Dan into the right bar at the right time. But it is the church itself, the community of believers, that 

ultimately matters. It is only when we join together in forgiveness and love that we can rebuild 

our lives and finally hear the music come into tune.  
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